2018 Nomination Form
The Western Springs Preservation Awards
www.westernspringshistory.org

Address of Property: ______________________________________________________________________

Name of Owner (if known): ______________________________________________________________

Information (age of house, architectural style):
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Why do you think that this structure deserves a preservation award?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Please submit copies of any before/after photos or documents you think support the merit of your nomination. These really help our judges to evaluate each entry. Documents will not be returned.

Award Categories: Please circle one
1. Preservation/Exterior Rehabilitation includes the maintenance, protection, repair and replacement of the structure so that it retains its original exterior historic character OR returning a significant part of the structure to the original design and condition by repairing or replacing the original material and architectural detail and by painting with historically appropriate colors.

2. Compatible Addition means constructing an addition that recognizes and respects the existing architectural and environmental characteristics of the subject property. These characteristics include the general size, shape and scale of the addition and the use of compatible materials, colors and textures. The addition should respect general site characteristics and it should not alter, change, obscure, damage, or destroy any significant features of the original property.

3. Good Neighbor means building a new residential or commercial structure that compliments the architectural and environmental characteristics of the surrounding neighborhood. These characteristics include the general size/scale, architectural style and choice of materials for the new structure vs. surrounding properties.

Please return this form to: Preservation Awards/WSHS
P.O. Box 139
Western Springs, Illinois 60558

OR

Drop off @ The WSHS Office
Grand Avenue Community Center
2nd Floor

Nominations must be received by February 28th, 2018
******